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for muons, and ~ 40% for electrons.
level, on any new source of lepton pairs is ~ 20% of the hadronic decay contribution
of the major hadronic sources is set by the data. The upper limit, at 90% confidence
decays, and there is no need to invoke any “unconventional” source. The normalisation
the low-mass spectrum can be explained satisfactorily by lepton pairs from hadronic
p-Be collisions at 450 GeV/ c at the CERN SPS. For both electron and muon pairs
We report on the production of low-mass electron pairs and muon pa.irs in
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Area. An overview of the apparatus is shown in Figure la. The main components are OCR Output
The HELIOS spectrometer is situated in the H8 beam line of the CERN SPS North

2.2 Apparatus

reliably and stably throughout the experiment.
The intensity was ~ 106 per burst. The targeting of the beam on to the wire worked
0.1%), a transverse diameter less than 50 pm and divergence ~ 0.2 mrad at the target.
eriment to match the wire target. This beam has excellent momentum resolution (6p/ p

A special 450 GeV/ c proton f‘micro”—bea.m was developed for the HELIOS exp
from the decay of hadrons produced in the interaction.
of only 125 pm diameter, in order to minimize the radiation length traversed by photons
the design. Accordingly, we have used a 4 cm long (10% interaction length) Be wire target
experiment, and so the suppression of e'*'c" pairs from conversions was a key feature of

The study of low-mass lepton pairs was one of the prime motivations of the HELIOS
2.1 Beam and Target
2 Apparatus, Triggering, and Data-Taking.

are drawn.

analysis is presented in section 4, and in section 5 results are summarised and conclusions
ing, and data-taking, followed by the event reconstruction and selection in section 3. The

The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the apparatus, trigger
any “unconventional” source. Upper limits on any new source are presented.
can be accounted for by lepton pairs from the decay of hadrons, and there is no need for

The main result is that low-mass lepton pairs, produced centrally at `/E 2 29 GeV,
a measurement of the total charged multiplicity of the event.
electron identincation by both transition radiation and calorimetry;
a double measurement of the momentum (or energy) of both muons and electrons;
Other noteworthy points are:

of certain Dalitz decay modes;
the measurement of photons as well as charged leptons, affording direct measurement
the detector, producing two essentially independent measurements of lepton pairs;
the analysis of both electron pairs and muon pairs, emphasising different aspects of

from conventional sources. The most important features of the experimental approach are:
Be collisions (\/Z cx 29 GeV) in the central rapidity region, is compared to the expectation

In this paper the production of electron and muon pairs, produced in 450 GeV/ c p
their production level in ordinary hadronic collisions.
plasma formation in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [3]: it is essential then to understand
process Furthermore, lepton pairs have been suggested as a signature for quark-gluon
implied by conventional sources could have important implications for the hadronisation

Clearly this issue should be settled, since any significant deviation from the level
production cross—sections and of the decay modes into lepton pairs.
certainty has been due in large part to inadequate knowledge of the relevant hadronic
i.e. hadronic decays, hadronic bremsstrahlung of virtual photons, and Drell-Yan. This un
whether the production of these pairs matches that expected from “conventional sources”,
spite this considerable amount of experimental effort and data, it has remained unclear
been measured in several experiments, stretching back over more than a, decade De

The production of low-mass lcpt0n—pa,irs (mpm < mp) in hadronic collisions has



upwards. OCR Output
) We use a right—ha.nded co-ordinate system with z along the beam direction and y pointing vertically

between a ULAC super-pad and the corresponding TRD x and y groups.
The first level trigger identifies an electron candidate by requiring a coincidence

particle deposits ~ 3 keV.
A transition radiation photon deposits ~ 5 keV in a single chamber; a minimum ionising
group is “ON” if any sum in the group exceeds 7 “clusters”, where each cluster is ~ 5 keV.
combined into 24 x “groups” and 30 y “groups” matching the ULAC super—pads. A TRD
For trigger purposes these x and y signals were summed over all 8 TRD chambers and

Each of the 8 TRD chambers is readout in both x (60 channels) and y (152 channels).
two sub-threshold signals.
trigger inefficiency whenever an above-threshold signal is split between two towers into
to the super—pad sums so that the super—pads “overlap”. This ensures that there is no
deposit in a super—pad above a threshold of 2.5 GeV. The tower signals are distributed
close to the beam to 8 X 12 cm2 at the outer edge. The electron trigger requires an energy
the towers are combined to make 256 “super-pad” sums, increasing in size from 4 X 6 cm2
longitudinal summing of the 2 X 2cm° pads of each read-out oell. For trigger purposes,
wider angle secondaries. The granularity of the read-out is 2 X 2cm° towers, formed by
small-angle secondaries do not create showers which would overlap with showers from
The e.m. section of the ULAC has a central hole of 5 cm diameter (0 < 6 mrad) so that
information from the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) [8, 9] to identify electrons.
(e.m.) section of the Uranium Liquid—Argon Calorimeter (ULAC) [10] in combination with

The first level of the electron trigger uses information from the 18XG electromagnetic
2.3.1.1 First Level Electron Trigger

trigger electrons are required.
theses from the HELIOS experiment For the data described in this paper, two isolated
those from conversions. Very extensive discussions of the electron trigger may be found in

The electron trigger performs the two tasks of identifying electrons and rejecting
2.3.1 Electron Trigger

electron pair and muon pair samples.
seen by the Si—pad detector (Table 1). Further triggering steps are now required to select
action pre-trigger, PRE, consists of VB in coincidence with a charged multiplicity _?_ 3 as
second beam particle within a -350nsec to +500nsec “before-after” window. The inter
SCbeam.SChalo, combined with suitable timing protection to ensure that there is no
act as a halo counter (SChal0) and were used in veto. A “valid beam” signal, VB, is
270 cm and 140 cm upstream of the target. Two larger scintillators, with central holes,

Incoming protons are defined by three small scintillation counters (SCbeam) placed
2.3 Triggering

analysis are described in the sections on triggering and reconstruction.
with references where more details may be found. Features of particular relevance to this
solid angle.1) The characteristics of the main components are given in Table 1, together
(i.e. TILAB > 2.9;1;,,,,;,·M > -0.4 ), and calorimetric energy measurement over the full
the electron spectrometer and muon spectrometer covering the forward region 0LAB < 6°



Table 1: Summary of main sub-detectors

scintillator slabs, 3 X 0.24 mz
has 10(H3) or 11 (H2) rows. Each row contains two horizontal

Hodoscopw H2,H3 Each hodoscope consists of two layers of scintillators; each layer see section 2.3.2 OCR Output
with pq- kick ~ 1.2 GeV/c in horizontal (x—z) plane.

Muon Magnet Large aperture (1.6m diameter) super-conducting dipole magnet [11, 14, 13]
PC6 : x,y,v,x plane. Total of 5952 wires.
PC5 : x,x,y,u planes. Total of 5696 wires.
PC4 2 x,y,u,v,y,x planes. Total of 5824 wirw.
PC3 : x,y,u,v,y,x planes. Total of 5696 wiru.

(PC) PC2 : x,y,u,v,y,x planw. Total of 2688 wirw.
Chambers PC1 : x,u,v planes. Total of 1536 wiru.
Proportional PC0 : x,u,v planu. Total of 1536 wirw. [11, 12, 14]
Muon Spectrometer:
BOX-}-WALL Uranium—Scintillator calorimeter covering wide angle region. [71
BEAM+VETO Uranium·Scintillator calorimeter: 5.8A [7]

Hadronic section: 4.5»\
2cm2 pads. Resolution: 11.6%/y/E(GcV)
The granularity of the electro—ma etic section read out is 2 x
U(1.7);Liq. Argon(2);Read·out plane(1.6); Liq. Argon(2)
Each cell is (thicknuses in mm):
Electro-magnetic section is 36 cells; total of 18XD.

ULAC Uranium Liquid Argon Calorimeter. [10]
beam to pass through.
of the detector. There is a central hole to allow the non·interacting
close to the beam direction to 10 x 10 cm2 at the outer perimeter
(DC3) and calorimeter (ULAC). Pad size variw from 2 x 4cm2

Scint-pad Plane of 80 scintillator “pads” positioned between drift chamber
rejection is degraded by a factor of 10 to 20.
the multiplicities typical of high energy pBe collisions, the hadron
the hadron rejection is ~ 103 for an electron emciency of 90%. In
TRD is fully emcient at 7 ~ 4000. For isolated 5GeV particlw,
equipped with x and y read·out, using “cluster-counting”. The
followed by a drift chamber filled with 95/ 5 Xenon/Isobutane and
Each module is a 64mm thick radiator of 250 polypropylene foils,

TRD 8 module Transition Radiation Detector. [8, 9, 16]
horizontal (x-z) plane.

MAGCAL Dipole magnet with calorimetrised yoke. pq- kick ~ 60 MeV/c in [71
separation of 5mm, rising to full emciency at around 1cm.
energy pBe collisions, the two-track emciency is ~ 70% for a track
For reconstructed tracks in the multiplicities typical of high
The DC system has an angular rwolution of 1.5 mrad.
DC3 : y,x,u,v,w planes. Total of 540 wires.

(DC) DC2 : y,x,u,v,y,w planes. Total of 480 wires.
[6, 15]Drift Chambers DC1 2 x,y,u,v,x,y planes. Total of 384 wires.

capacitive charge-division.
All strips are vertical and on a 25 pm pitch. The read—out uses

Si-strips [5]3 planes of Si strip detectors, at 6, 12, and 18cm from the target.
(diameter ~ 0.5mm) to allow the beam to pass through.
at the outer perimeter of the detector. There is a, central hole
varies from 0.2 x 2 mm2 close t0 the beam direction to 2 x 7mm°

Si-Pad [4. 5}400 Si “pads”, situated 15cm down-stream of target. Pad size
Electron Spectrometer:

ReferencesSub-Detector Main Characteristics



each layer consists-of 10(H3) or 11(H2) rows, Figure 1a and 1c. The H3 rows are offset OCR Output
Each scintillator hodoscope, H3 and H2, is made up of Front and Back layers, and

found in [14], with the exception of the hodoscope arrangement which is described below,
NA4 experiments. Further details of the spectrometer as used in this experiment can be
on either side of an 80cm Iron wall. Most of these components were used in the NA3 or
plane of 1.22 GeV/c) [11, 13], and two double-layer scintillator hodoscopes, H3 and H2,
32 planes [11, 12], a large aperture super-conducting magnet (py--kick in- the horizontal
(Figure la) consists of seven sets of Proportional Chambers (PCO-PC6) with a total of

The muon trigger is less complex than the electron trigger. The muon spectrometer
2.3.2 Muon Trigger

ULAC.

must have a small solid-angle isolation, corresponding to at least 5cm separation at the
from adjacent ULAC super-pads, with the consequence that the two electron candidates
stage of the trigger implements a veto scheme which rejects a pair candidate if it comes
requirements being satisfied for each ULAC super-pad. To guard against this, the final
in towers which contribute to two adjacent ULAC super-pads, with all subsequent trigger
One possible contribution to the pair trigger is a single electron which strikes the ULAC

The pair trigger requires that there be at least two surviving electron candidates.
ULAC super-pad gives a pulse-height > 2 mips.
ULAC. An electron trigger candidate is rejected if the Scintillator Pad associated with a
(Table 1) consisting of a plane of 80 scintillators was installed between the TRD and the
requirement. To reject conversions occurring after the magnet, a Scintillator Pad detector
trigger if a charged particle passes through one of the Si—pads to satisfy the “Single”

Photon conversions downstream of the Si-pad detector can still satisfy the electron
angles to 18 in the region closest to the beam.)
signal set. (The number of Si—pads overlapping a ULAC super-pad varies from 5 at large
that at least one pad has the “Single” signal and no Si-pad vertical group has its “Double”
examines those Si pads which project on to the ULAC/TRD coincidence, and requires

For each electron candidate passing the first level trigger, the second level trigger
pads are much longer.
direction. There is no such summing in the horizontal direction in which the individual
this vertical summing is to recognise conversions with small opening angle in the vertical
the pad, the one above it and the one below it being greater than 2 mips. The purpose of
minimum ionising particle (mip), and “Double”, corresponding to the signal summed from
from each pad of the detector are “Single”, corresponding to a signal greater than one
minimize the chance of an overlap with a charged hadron. The trigger signals available
magnetic bending as the particle passes from Si-pad to TRD. The pad area is small to
centre to 2 >< 'lmmz at the perimeter. The longer (horizontal) direction allows for the

The Si-pad detector comprises 400 pads, varying in size from 0.2 x 2mm° near the
target or first two Si-strip detectors.
and a two-charged particle signal (“2”) for a conversion which occurs upstream, i.e. in the
detector, a single charged particle signal (“1”) for a single electron of the type of interest,
no charged particles (“0”) for a photon conversion occurring down-stream of the pad
15cm downstream of the target. The essential idea is that the Si-pad detector will register
level ULAC/ TRD information with information from the Si-pad detector [4] positioned

The second level of the electron trigger rejects conversions, by correlating the first



About 88% of triggered events passed these initial selection criteria. OCR Output
pile-up rejection complements the timing protection done at the trigger level. (Section 2.3)
calorimeters. The time window is dictatedessentially by the ULAC response time. This
timing of hits in various scintillation counters and the total energy measured by the
interaction had taken place within -1.5 —> +2.0;1sec of the triggered event, using the
of the detectors and data acquisition. Also, cuts were applied to ensure that no other

Prior to off-line event reconstruction, the data were checked for correct performance
3.1 Pile-up rejection

3 Event Reconstruction and Selection

A total of 5.4106 electron pair triggers and 4.2106 muon pair triggers were recorded.
was aroimd 50%.
performance. The over-all live-time of the data acquisition system with these trigger rates
per burst. Other triggers were also taken at the same time, mainly to monitor detector
intensity the di—electron trigger rate was ~ 15 per burst and the di-muon trigger rate ~ 10
intensity was around 0.5 — 1.0 106 protons on target per 2.4 second burst. With this beam
during the SPS Fixed Target running period in the second half of 1989. The typical beam

The results described in this paper were obtained from the analysis of data taken
2.4 Data-taking

di-muon trigger two such tracks are required.
that there be a PC5 hit at the position predicted by a PC3/PC6 combination. For the
that PC5 is half way between PC3 and PC6 (see Figure 1a). The track requirement is
5, and 6. These chambers are downstream of the muon magnet, and are positioned such

The second level of the muon trigger looks for tracks in the trigger planes of PC3,
the two H2 trigger rows which overlap with it.

The muon pre—trigger requires an H3 trigger row to be in coincidence with either of
between Left and Right was maintained in the trigger for both Front and Back layers.
the Back layer were not overlapped (2m long slabs were used instead), and the distinction
and below the beam axis. So for these two rows in H3 the Left and Right scintillators in
and one in the Right for the two rows in H3 (in front of the Iron wall) immediately above
Carlo studies showed that opposite-sign muon pairs would give one hit in the Left slabs
row, i.e. Front layer/Left slab, Front/Right, Back/Left, Back/Right. However, Monte

Trigger rows were defined in each hodoscope by an ‘OR’ of the four slabs in each
second-level triggering.
trigger which uses vertical-wire planes in PC3, 5, and 6, and which is part of the general

The muon trigger has two levels : a pre-trigger from H3 and H2, and a chamber
overlapped by 2m, to give a combined horizontal coverage of 4m.
used in the Back layers and, to recover good efficiency, the Left and Right slabs were
a poor efhciency (~ 50%) for a hit far from the photomultiplier. These older slabs were
fraction of the slabs were used in earlier experiments, are over ten years old, and have
slabs abut against each other to give a combined horizontal coverage of 6m. A substantial
out by a single photomultiplier tube at one end. In the Front layers the Left and Right
Right) horizontal scintillator slabs. Each scintillator slab measures 3 X 0.24 mz, and is read
with respect to H2 rows by half a row width (12cm). Each row contains two (Left and



e+e" and 287 c+e+ and 333 e'e‘. The mass spectra of the final e+c", e+e+, and e'e" OCR Output
e.m of at least 6 cm between shower centres, consists of 4462 events, of which 3842 are

The final di-electron data sample, with M,, > 50 MeV and a distance at the ULAC
the trajectory.
0.25 < E,,,,,,,,,,/P,,,,,t,,,, < 1.75 and there are at least two TRD clusters in the vicinity of
partners which are not reconstructed in the Drift Chambers. The event is rejected if
in Figure 3. There is a broad peak around 1, indicating that there are indeed conversion
The distribution of E,,,,,t,,,,/P,,,,,,,,,,, with the TRD cluster requirement applied, is shown
the vicinity of the partner trajectory, to enhance the likelihood of a real electron track.
its momentum, P,,,,,,,,,,, can be calculated. We also require at least two TRD clusters in
deposition to define the trajectory of the possible partner through the magnet, and hence
place before the magnet we can use this angle and the position of the ULAC energy
partner starts with the same angle as the reconstructed track. For conversions which take
than reconstructed showers.) Because conversions have zero opening angle, the conversion
possible conversion partner. (These energy depositions satisfy much looser requirements
track. Any ULAC energy deposition (energy 19,,,,,,,,) in this band is then tested as a
horizontal band in the ULAC of width ;l;3cm around the impact point of the reconstructed
some loss of finding nearby conversion partners. This is rectified as follows. We define a

As mentioned above, the "road” method used in the DC reconstruction results in

~ 20k events.

are indeed mainly electrons. At this stage it is required that 0.6 < E / p < 1.4, satisfied by
is shown in Figure 2. The pronounced peak around E/p = 1 shows that the candidates
the ULAC energy to the reconstructed momentum for the surviving electron candidates
the electron trajectory should match the triggering Si pad to within 600 pm. The ratio of
of the interaction vertex can be determined with cr ~ 400 pm. It is then required that
on·line electron trigger. Using the Si-strip detectors (Figure 1b and Table 1) the z position
the ULAC shower to within lcm. These candidate electrons are required to satisfy the
have two reconstructed DC tracks, and only 80k of these have both DC tracks matching

Of the original 4.8106 events which survive the initial pile-up rejection, only 183k
within 1cm. (The centre of e.m. showers is determined with 0 ~ 4mm.)
reconstructed track, extrapolated to the ULAC, is required to match the ULAC shower
reconstructing nearby tracks e.g. from conversions; we return to this point later. The DC
This puts a premium on finding electron tracks of high quality, to the slight detriment of
“road” defined by the combination of a ULAC shower and a matching track in the TRD.

Track reconstruction in the Drift Chambers (DC1,2,3; Figure la) uses a starting
be at least 35% of the energy in the block of 5x5 towers in which it is embedded.
reduce contamination from nearby showers, the energy in the block of 3x3 towers must
the beam axis, corresponding to an angular acceptance of 25 to 87.5 mrad. In order to
The centre of a reconstructed shower is required to lie in the range 10cm to 35cm from
energy reconstructed in the front be at least 0.6 GeV and in the back at least 1.0 GeV.
tion is available separately for the front 6XO and back 12XO, and it is required that the
energy deposits in a 3x3 array of towers (i.e. 6 X 6cm2). Off-line, the ULAC e.m. informa

Showers are reconstructed in the e.m. section of the ULAC by searching for localised

criteria.

chambers to the ULAC shower, and checks that the pair of interest satisfies the trigger
magnetic (e.m.) section of the ULAC, the matching of a reconstructed track in the Drift

The off-line electron reconstruction consists of shower reconstruction in the electro



become more significant. OCR Output
calorimeters. This loss rises to about 5 GeV for a 50 GeV muon as bremsstrahlung and pair—production

) The calorimeters comprise ~ 13»\ and ~ 300Xg. A 15 GeV muon loses about 4GeV in traversing the

opposite sign tracks satisfying all other matching criteria. In particular, such studies led
The matching cuts were optimised by studying “accidenta.l” matches, defined to be

that the charges in the muon and electron spectrometers are the same.
electron spectrometer evaluated at momentum p,,;
that | p,, — ppg |< 3apg(p,,), where aDg(p,,) is the momentum resolution of the
ppg) satisfies d < 50cm/ p,,(GeV) at z=300cm ;
p,,, after energy loss correction) and the electron-spectrometer track (momentum
that the distance, d, between the extrapolated muon—spectrometer track (momentum
constraint back to the x-y plane at the target, is < 75cm away from the beam axis;
that, as a preliminary filter, the muon track, extrapolated without the target origin

to a drift chamber track by requiring:
is taken into account in the extrapolation procedure.?) The extrapolated track is matched
correlation between scattering angle and displacement. Energy loss in the calorimeters
and the usual small angle multiple scattering approximation, including of course the
in the electron spectrometer is found by maximum likelihood, using the target constraint
in the calorimeters between the two spectrometers. The direction of the extrapolated track
general suffered a change in direction and a displacement as a result of multiple scattering
assuming that the muons originate from the target. The muon spectrometer track has in
p11rpose muon spectrometer tracks are extrapolated back into the electron spectrometer,
in the muon spectrometer to a track reconstructed in the electron spectrometer. For this

The major rejection of background comes from matching the track reconstructed
hits. After this cut, the vertex distribution shows no peak in the calorimeters.
soft shower particles. Events are discarded if any plane in PC0 or PC1 has more than 5
the PC’s downstream of the muon magnet because the magnet sweeps away the relatively
leakage of shower particles from the calorimeters. This high hit multiplicity is not seen in
mediately downstream of the calorimeters and upstream of the muon magnet, caused by
is correlated with a relatively high multiplicity of hits in PC0 and PC1, which are im
tracks shows a strong peak in the last interaction length of the calorimeters. This peak
the decay of particles produced in the calorimeter. The reconstructed vertex of the two
action, but muons from 1r and K decay in the 4m path before the ULAC, or muons from

The great majority of these tracks are not prompt muons from the primary inter
J /1/:, shown in the inset of Figure 5.
A broad shoulder/ peak is visible in the p/w region. The data also contain a few hundred
from muon spectrometer variables, correcting for energy loss in the upstream calorimeters.
a sample of these 1.7106 events is shown in Figure 5. For this figure the mass is calculated
PC’s of the muon spectrometer with p > 6 GeV/ c. The p+;¢' invariant mass spectrum of
initial event selection (section 3.1), and 1.7106 have two tracks fully reconstructed in the
hits in the hodoscopes H3 and H2. Of the 4.2 106 di~muon triggers recorded, 3.7 106 pass
the Proportional Chambers (PC) of the muon spectrometer, and requiring corresponding

Reconstruction of di-muon candidates proceeds by first reconstructing tracks using

3.3 Muon reconstruction

This plot will be discussed in detail in section 4.
1r° Dalitz decay. The other immediately noticeable feature is the peak in the p/w region.
samples are shown in Figure 4. The sharp peak in c"'e' at M < 120 MeV is the tail of the



in the data lying in the kinematic regions: OCR Output
The detector acceptance and event selection procedures described in section 3 result

Figure 7.

The di-lepton mass-spectra of the final event samples are shown in Figure 4 and
4.1 Kinematics and acceptance.
4 Analysis and Results

physics analysis, may be found in [15].
A very thorough discussion of the muon reconstruction procedure, as well as of the

Figure 7. The p/w and cp resonances are clearly visible.
vation and asymmetric acceptance. The mass spectra of the final samples are shown in
and 904 are p';1‘. The excess of ;1+p+ compared to p‘,u' is due to both charge conser

The final sample consists of 11888 events, of which 9045 are ,u+p`, 1939 are ;4+;4+,
angle in the di-muon centre of mass.
c.m rapidity of the di-muon system, py is its transverse momentum, and 0* is the decay
acceptance by requiring 0.25 < y < 1.5,p;r < 2GeV/c, and | c0s0* |< 0.75, where y is the
origin constraint. The final selection of events is made by cutting away the edges of the
which is the best that can be achieved using just the muon spectrometer and target
resolution on the di-muon mass of 30 MeV at ~ 1GeV, to be compared to ~ 100 MeV
spectrometer, and the iiuctuation in the energy loss is small.) In this way we achieve a
the momentum resolution of the muon spectrometer is far superior to that of the electron
muon-spectrometer, corrected for energy loss in the calorimeters. (As discussed above,
track in the electron spectrometer, but the momentum from the measurement in the

The best choice of kinematic parameters is to take the direction from the matched
0 < 60 mrad, rather than work in a region with patchy read-out efliciency.
events with muons above 60 mrad, we have required both matched DC tracks to have
70 mrad, but the DC read-out has some gaps above 60 mrad. Since there are very few
tracks to have 0 > 10 mrad. The upper limit for the muon spectrometer acceptance is
duced particles there. To avoid this region we have required both matched drift chamber
drift chambers in the region around the beam direction, due to the very high flux of pro

During the course of the experiment we observed a gradual loss of eiiiciency of the
energy loss correction is good to around 1%.
[15]. The agreement between the data sets with and without the calorimeters implies that
electron spectrometer resolution and is also seen in data taken with calorimeters removed
shift away from zero for large momentum. The shift is however much smaller than the
of the momentum. The mean of p,, — ppg is plotted in Figure 6b. This shows a systematic
measurements, from which we infer that any fluctuation in the energy loss is at most 1-2%
eter resolution, which is shown as the solid line in Figure 6a. This agrees well with the
contribution from the spectrometers is completely dominated by the electron spectrom
more than an order of magnitude better than that of the electron spectrometer. So the
momentum resolution of the muon spectrometer is cr(p)/p = 3.10"p(G'cV/c), which is
the electron and muon spectrometers, and any fluctuation in the energy loss itself. The
in Figure 6a as a function of py. The contributions to the deviation are the resolutions of
and standard deviation of the distribution of pu — ppg. The standard deviation is shown

To check the estimation of the energy loss correction, we have studied the mean



in statistics, and a "mixed” event spectrum was used, i.e. ,u+ from one event and p" OCR Output
by 2R(M N,]*;;,(M)N,;,`[,,(M In practice, the like-sign spectra are somewhat limited

The 7F_3.l1Q{ <@._y ccgribution to the ;i+p" mass spectrum is then formally given
1.4 with some dependence on M.
reconstruction) has been studied by Monte Carlo, and leads to an R(M) value of around
overall effect of all factors (finite multiplicity, production spectra, acceptance, trigger, and
where N *'(M ) is the number of events with p+p' mass M from 1r and K decays etc. The

N+“(M) = 2R(M)\/N++(M)N"(M)
define R(M) by:
for like-sign and opposite·sign pairs. For any kinematic variable, e.g. the pair mass M, we
multiplicities, the differing 7f and K production spectra, and slightly different acceptances

The above is over·simplified, and there are further effects due to the distribution of
average values for the multiplicities.
where R = \/n*'n‘/(n+ — 1)(n‘ - 1), which evaluates to about 1.25 for our data, using

1v+· = 21zt/1v++1v——
This leads to:

and negatives respectively, then N+' oc n+n', N++ oc n+(n+ - 1), N" cx n'(n` - 1).
similarly N +"' and N " . If the multiplicity of the parent hadrons is 11+ and n' for positives
sign spectra. We define N +‘ to be the number of [L+[I_ events from rr and K decay, and

For di-muons the contribution from 1r and K decays can be estimated from the like
4.2.1 Contributions related to like-sign spectra

in a significant contribution from rr and K —> pu decays.
should be significant. For muons the 4m flight-path of the electron spectrometer results
a pair mass of 140 MeV, whilst at higher mass the decays r) ——> l+I'7 and w -> l+l’1r°
to be hadronic decays. For electrons, r° Dalitz decay can be expected to dominate up to

In the absence of any "new physics”, the main sources of lepton pairs are expected
consider the dependence on pg-, the event multiplicity, and atomic number of the target.
which they can account for the data. After discussing the mass spectrum, we shall also

We shall now examine in detail various sources of lepton pairs, and the extent to
4.2 Analysis of lepton pair mass spectrum

of the various sources of lepton pairs used to describe the data.
As described in detail below, acceptance corrections are applied to the simulations

muon pairs at around ~ 0.4 GeV.
mass", mq- = \/mz + p}, the acceptance for electron pairs starts at ~ 0.25 GeV and for
general features of the acceptance for electron pairs are similar. In terms of the “transverse
masses above 500 MeV the acceptance at low pg- is good. This is illustrated in Figure 8. The
with mass < 300 MeV have very low acceptance for py < 500 MeV/c, whilst for muon
acceptance is estimated by Monte-Carlo, as described in 4.2.2.) For example, muon pairs
and py of the lepton pair, basically as a result of the acceptance in polar angle. (The

Within the above kinematic regions the acceptance is correlated between the mass
decay angle in the di·lepton rest frame. So the data lie in the “central” rapidity region.

where y is the rapidity of the lepton pair in the pp centre of mass, and 0* is the
muon pairs +0.25 to + 1.50 -0.75 to + 0.75
electron pairs -0.25 to + 1.25- -0.75 to + 0.75

cos0"‘



are taken from the 1992 Particle Data Book. Details for each of the particles are as follows: OCR Output
the Kroll-Wada, [18], (K-W) expression3) multiplied by a form—factor. Branching ratios
well the advent of much new data. For the virtual photon decay into lepton pairs, we use
over the full phase-space. Since its appearance nearly 20 years ago, it has withstood rather
d20/dydpy for the production in high-energy hadronic collisions of many different hadrons
ble 2. The Bourquin-Gaillard (B-G) parametrisation, [17], gives the parametric form of

The production and decay properties we have assumed are summarised in Ta
the normalisation of the most important contributions can be done using the data itself.
acceptance. As discussed in more detail below, it is a crucial feature of our analysis that
duction and decay properties of all the relevant hadrons, combined with the detector

The estimation of the above decay contributions requires a knowledge of the pro
7l'+‘K_7l'°, and T] -»‘II'+7l'_'y, with subsequent decays of the 1r’s and K ’s to muons.
spectra. Smaller contributions of the same type arise from cp —» K +K ', cp —» p1r, 1] -»
1r+vr' —-+ p`*`y'u,,F,, which, as mentioned above, is not accounted for by the like-sign

In addition, for muons there is a significant contribution from the process: p —•

(K·W) parametrisations, and the form-factors used.
cay contributions to 1+1 ’ . See text for discussion of the Bourquin—Gai11ard (B-G) and Kroll—Wada
Table 2: Summary of production and decay mechanisms assumed for the principal hadronic de

—> l+l` l B-G 1 + cosz 0*

K-W.form·factorrf -» l+I`·y I B-G
K-W.form·factorL., ..1+1-7.** I B-G

p/w —> I+I" I B-G 1 + cos? 0*
K-W.form-factor1] —-> l+l`*y I B-G
K-W.form¥factor1r° -» e+e"*y l B-G

reaction | production | decay

in Table 2 as well as c —» 1+; E —-> I" (associated charm production).
The major contributions to the I+ I ’ spectrum are expected to come from the decays

4.2.2 Contribution from decays of hadrons

We turn now to the contribution from decays of hadrons.
than for the muons, and it is subtracted in all subsequent plots.
estimated it by N "'++N ". This contribution to the c'*`e' spectrum is much less significant
conversions. This effect will also contribute to the opposite-sign spectrum, and we have
The like-sign spectra are presumably dominated by e+e+ and e"e` pairs from two photon
though there is a small contribution of the same type from the K —» 1reu decay mode.

The e`*'e' mass spectrum is not of course fed by 1r and K decays in the same fashion,
as described below.

p -» 1r+ar' —> y+p`, which gives a broad peak at mm, ~ 600 MeV. These are estimated
estimate based on the like-sign spectra does not include “correlated” contributions like
near threshold and in the p/w and ga resonance regions. It should be noted that this
in Figure 9b, labelled “hadrons". It is around 50% over most of the mass region, except

The 1r and K contribution to the opposite-sign di-muon mass spectrum is shown
representation in both shape and normalisation of \/Nm’a(M)NLQa(M
tive acceptances were then applied to ensure that this mixed event spectrum was a true
from another, which 0iTcrs very good statistical precision. Trigger conditions and rela
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This reduces to the usual expression for Dalitz decay when B is a photon.
where mA, mg, m; are the masses of A, B, and the lepton, and M is the mass of the l+I' system.

2.,.}. [1_@][1+£·i] [(1+ M2 )”_ 4miM’ dM M M2 M2 mi — mg (mi — mg)?
1/2 3/2

l For the decay A —» B l+I’ the general expression is: (see for example [19]):

charm production: Charm production was generated using the Pythia Monte Carlo
ep -> l+l‘: Decay angular distribution as for the p/w.

:l:1.

some uncertainty. As for the 1], the helicity of the virtual photon is constrained to be
data [28]. The form factor passes through the physical p/w region which introduces

q' -» I*l’·y: K-W is multiplied by a VDM form-factor which is consistent with the limited

we have used the measured form-factor.

with large errors. Such an effect obviously needs further experimental investigation;
exceed it by a factor of about 2 for the integrated form-factor above this mass, albeit
the time·like region [27]. The data agree with the VDM for mm- < 0.5 GeV, but
form factor for w —-» I+I"1r°. There is only one measurement of this form-factor in

w —> l+l‘1r°: The production is as for the w —> I+l". K-W is multiplied by the measured
from the data. This is discussed below.

the goodness of fit to the data, but only certain ratios of cross-sections which we infer
The assumptions made about p/w production and decay do not affect significantly
branching ratio w —> ;1+,u` is in preparation [26].
radians, giving destructive interference. A publication on the determination of the
data also favour, slightly, coherent (“interfering”) p/w production with a phase of 2
for w —-> e+e`, which is well measured [25], and for w —+ p+p', which is not. The
resonance much narrower than the p. In other words, our data show direct evidence
to the line shape in both p+p“ and e+c‘ requires a significant contribution of a
in both p+;1“ and e+e" pairs is substantially smaller than the p width, and a fit
the Particle Data Group give an upper limit of 2.10* [24]. Our mass resolution
It is interesting to note that the branching ratio w —+ p+p“ has never been measured;
diffractive photo-production.
a flat angular distribution and 1 ;l; cos20*. We assumed 1 + cos20*, as observed in
Our data are limited to ] cos0* |< 0.75, and are consistent with the possibilities of
The decay-angle distribution of the di-leptons depends on the polarisation of the p/w.
of the y and pq- dependence of the dimuon data, as shown in Figure 10.
N A27 in 400 GeV/ c pp collisions [20]. We find that B—G gives an excellent description

p/w -+ l+l": We take the production cross—sections of p and w to be equal, as measured by
helicity of the virtual photon is constrained to be :l:1.
For the decay, the VDM form-factor is supported by data from Lepton—G [22]. The
error.

of the form of the production cross-section, and this is included in the systematic
kinematic range. We have checked the sensitivity of our results to reasonable variation
and from our own experiment [21], but better fits can be devised over a restricted
B—G gives an adequate description of recent data on r] production from NA27 [20]

ry —-» l+l”·y: The K-W expression is multiplied by a Vector Dominance (VDM) form-factor.
matic region of interest.

1r°—> e+e"·y: The B—G expression gives an excellent description of the data over the kine
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For e+e' we require the photon reconstruction efficiency for events in which (at OCR Output
standard analysis chain, and the photon reconstruction efficiency is inferred.
and superposed on to real di-muon events. These events are then processed through the
in the di-muon case, single showers are generated over the required kinematic range,
and lateral shower profiles observed in real data. For the photon reconstruction efficiency
ULAC is in excellent agreement with the energy response, resolution, and longitudinal
efficiency, which is determined as follows. The Monte-Carlo of the e.m.· section of the

The relative acceptance for I+I‘7 compared to l+l' is the photon reconstruction
discussed below. which the somewhat larger
muons because of the limited pq- acceptance for p+p‘7, and is reflected in the errors as
to be reconstructed, and so an extrapolation is required. This is particularly relevant for
Dalitz decays which feed the I"'I’ mass spectrum, for which only the I+ and I ‘ are required
enter because n’s reconstructed in l+l"·y cover a smaller region of phase space than the rj
for l+l'·y compared to l+I", and of the 1; production and decay. The production and decay
spectrum. This latter step requires a knowledge of the relative acceptance of the detector
in the l+l'··y spectrum, and estimate the corresponding contribution to the l+l` mass

To make quantitative use of this r; signal, we must extract the number of n’s seen
the 1r° in e+e'·y. For p"p`·y the acceptance is poor for the ry for pg·(;1+p`·y) < 750 MeV/c.
as the solid points in Figure 11. A peak due to the ry is clearly visible in both spectra, as is
stringent photon reconstruction criteria are applied. The e+e'7 and ;1+;F7 data are shown
structed showers. (The reason for the 6cm cut is explained below.) For the muon data less
the photon candidate is required to be separated by at least 6cm from all other recon

Photon showers are reconstructed as described in section 3.2. For the electron data,
decay to normalize the ry contribution to the mass spectrum. [32]
(1; / resonance). The RISK collaboration has also used its own observation of the 1; Dalitz
p/w or ep) obviously introduces the experimental uncertainty in the cross-section ratio
1; production cross-section. Normalising the r] contribution to another resonance (e.g.
below. But the method still retains the great advantage that it is independent of the
complicated by the photon reconstruction efliciency and background, as discussed further
lepton pairs which combine with a photon to give the n mass. In practice, the situation is
principle, the n Dalitz decay contribution to the di—lepton mass spectrum is then just those
with the measurement of photons seen in the electromagnetic section of the ULAC. In
products of the Dalitz decay 1; —+ 1+ I‘·y, by combining the mea.surement of charged leptons

One of the merits of the HELIOS spectrometer is its ability to measure all the
4.2.2.1 r; Dalitz decay contribution

determined from Monte-Carlo, as described in the next section.
tant exception, the photon reconstruction efficiency, for which an absolute value must be
are ratios) imperfections in this simulation step tend to cancel out. There is one impor
always normalise to some feature seen in the data, (i.e. in effect all the results we obtain
followed by simulation of the detector response, trigger, and reconstruction. Because we
Monte-Carlo generation of production and decay, using the assumptions just described,

The estimation of these hadronic contributions to the mass spectra proceeds by
although consistent within errors.
somewhat larger than the EHS value (which corresponds to D production only),
energy, normalising to the go [31]. The charm cross-section obtained in this way is
total charm cross·section we used our data on di-muon events with large missing
[29], tuned to give the zz and py distributions in accord with EHS data [30]. For the
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m,+,-, but are far from being statistically decisive.
of m,+,-. Our data are consistent with the form factor measured by Lepton-G at large values of
contribution of w —• e+e'1r° -• e+e'·y with one 7 missed to the e+ c'·y spectrum, for different values

) Since the form-factor we have used for the w —• I+l’ 1r° decay is controversial, we have studied the

in detail. The principle is used for all contributions: select an appropriate feature seen
The procedure for estimating the r] Dalitz decay contribution has been described

majority of muons from threshold up to ~ 0.4 GeV.
0.16 GeV up to ~ 0.4 GeV, and, together with the vr and K decay contribution, for the

It can be seen that the rp Dalitz decay accounts for almost all electron pairs from
l+I' kinematic region enter in an absolute way.
photon finding efficiency and the extrapolation from the I‘*'I'·y kinematic region to the
and l+I`·y channels cancel out in the determination of the rp Dalitz contribution; only the

It should be noted that imperfections in the simulation which affect both the 1+ I`
extrapolation in pq- is larger.
ficiency for finding three e.m. showers required evaluation, whilst for muons the kinematic
However, the significant sources of error are different in the two cases: for electrons the ef
Figure 12b for electrons. The error in the estimated contribution is 25% in each case.

This 2] contribution to the mass spectra is shown in Figure 9b for muons, and in
prediction of the rp Dalitz decay contribution to the l+l" spectrum.

The Monte-Carlo normalisation factor which fits the l"'l“·y spectrum also fixes the
levels are favoured by the data, but not with great statistical significance.
three e.m. showers in the calorimeter. Contributions from the w and q' at the expected
mass “tail” on the 1r° is an artefact of the requirement of spatial separation between the
contributions are shown separately in Figure 11 together with the overall fit. The high
hadronic decay contributions and another for the combinatorial background. The various

The fit to the l+l'·y spectrum requires one overall normalisation factor for the
and the B·G parametrisation.
[20]. The q'/1r° cross·section is estimated using the measured q'/1r° ratio at high pq- [33]
and reconstruction. The relative production cross-sections of ·x°, r], and w are taken from
as given in section 4.2.2, and then passed through the simulation of the detector, trigger,
missed. The 1r°, 1;, w, and n' are generated with the production and decay characteristics
the data), q' —+ l+l'·y, and w —> f+f-'ll'0, where one of the photons from the 1r° decay is
there are other decays which could contribute significantly: 1r°—+ e+e"·y (seen clearly in
to determine the shape of this background. Apart from this background and the 1) itself,
background. We use a “mixed event” spectrum (1+1 ' from one event, photon from another)

The 1] peak seen in the I+I`»y data, Figure 11, sits on substantial combinatorial
which is reason for the 6cm cut.

well with the requirement of at least 6cm between shower centres, and less wellat 4cm,
efficiency was checked using the 1r° observed in e`*‘e' and in e+e'7. This check worked
turned out to differ only slightly from the shower efficiency in single—shower events. The
efficiency extracted from events in which all three showers are reconstructed. The efiiciency
were then processed through the standard analysis chain, and the photon reconstruction
e.m showers, which would bias the estimation of the efficiency.) The events so obtained
corresponding activity in the ULAC e.m. section. The latter have in addition (at least) two
than di-electron events, is that the former give the appropriate hadronic multiplicity and
and superposing them on real di-muon data. (The reason for using di-muon events, rather
for such events has been determined by generating three showers (from rp Dalitz decay)
least) two other e.m. showers are also reconstructed. The photon reconstruction efficiency
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fashion, and are shown in Figures 9 and 12.
Several other contributions to the mass spectrum have been estimated in similar

4.2.2..9 Other contributions to the mass spectrum

will increase by about 20%.
they are produced unpolarised, as suggested by some data [23], our value for 0,,/(0,, + 0,.,)
assumed that they are produced polarised so as to give a 1+ cos29 distribution. If instead
the ratio is also sensitive to the assumption of the polarisation of the p and w. We have
seen in l+l‘·y. The 1] to p/w ratio is merely a by—product of our fits. Indeed, our value for
spectrum in no way relies on the n to p/w ratio, but is obtained by normalising to the ry

We stress again that our own estimation of the ry contribution to the l+l‘ mass
of the n contribution in high—energy proton collisions.
channels measured in vrp and Kp collisions at 10 and 16 GeV/ c [35], is an under-estimate
it is now clear that the value of 0.17 for 0*,,/(0,,+0,,,), based on a.n extrapolation of exclusive
section measured in other experiments. This can bring in large uncertainties. For example,

Most previous analyses of low-mass lepton pair production have used an 1; cross
electrons and muons respectively. The NA27 result is 0.385 zl; 0.033.

effect. This leads to a 15% reduction in our ratios to 0.46 :l: 0.04 and 0.44 :l: 0.05 for
0,,/(op + 0*,,,), as measured for example by NA27 [20], we must correct for the interference
the production cross-sections 0,, + 0.,,. So in order to compare our ratio to the quantity
have used gives a negative contribution, i.e. the quantity 0,,/,,, is less than the sum of
The assumption made about p/w interference affects this ratio: the interference phase we
by our data. We obtain 0.54:}:0.05 from the electron data and 0.52;l:0.06 from the muons.

Having simulated 1;, p, and w production, we can infer the value of 0,,/0,,/,, required
error.

contribution consistent with that obtained using the go, and with roughly comparable
For the muons the p/w is an alternative normalisation and leads to a w ——> ;i+;i‘1r°

almost all the u+]u' spectrum up to around 0.5 GeV.
e+c" spectrum up to ~ 0.6 GeV, and, together with the 1r and K decay contribution,

The 1] Dalitz decay and w —+ c+e"1r° contributions are sufficient to explain all the
this contribution is around 35% for electrons and about 45% for muons.
tribution is shown in Figure 9b for muons, and in Figure 12b for electrons. The error on
determines the contribution of w —+ l"’l`·1r° decay to the I+l` mass spectrum. This con—
and reconstruction simulations. Normalisation to the p/w and np seen in the data then
cording to the assumptions described in sect. 4.2.2, followed by the trigger, detector,

We now proceed exactly as for the 1) Dalitz decay, by generating the sources ac—
any case the resonance to background ratio in the p/w region is better.
avoids the more complicated p/w region. For electrons the cp is statistically weak, and in
for muons brings in the uncertainty in the relative w to cp production cross-sections, but
use the p/w signal seen in c+c` and for muons the cp seen in ;z+p”. The use of the go
significance is too weak to be able to use it for normalisation. Instead, for electrons we
level from this decay mode, where one photon from the 7l’0 is missed, but the statistical
previous section, our l+l‘7 spectra (see Figure ll) allow a contribution at the expected
expected to contribute significantly to the di-lepton mass spectrum. As discussed in the

The decays w -—» e+c‘1r° and u+p'1r° have both been measured [34] [27], and can be
4.2.2.2w -+ l+l_7I'0 contribution

directly in the data, and use it to normalise the Monte-Carlo predictions.
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) The decay n —• e+e' is suppressed relative to p`l’;¢' by (m,/m,,)2

The essential point is that if a lepton pair is produced as a decay product of a single
suggested as a useful way of discriminating among different production mechanisms [38].

The dependence of lepton pair production on the hadronic multiplicity has been
4.2.4 Multiplicity dependence

mixture of sources [15].
also been analysed in terms of the di-lepton rapidity, and are well described by the same
in Figures 14. Once again, known sources describe the spectra. For muons the data have

We have also looked at the data as a function of py, rather than mass, as shown
electrons, the high py data suggest an excess in the mass range 0.4 — 0.6 MeV, Figure 13c.
sources in the mass region between the p and the cp for py < 800 MeV/ c, Figure 13b. For
count for the data rather satisfactorily. The muon data show an excess over the estimated

As for the mass spectrum integrated over all py, it is seen that known sources ac
Figures 13.
for py of the. lepton pair < 800 MeV/c and py > 800 MeV/c. The results are shown in

We have investigated the py dependence of the data by studying the mass spectra
4.2.3 py dependence

parametrisation.
with 0,,/(0,, + aw) around 0.4-0.5, and production in accord with the Bourquin-Gaillard
below the p of centrally produced di-leptons is accounted for largely by 1; and w decays
way of summarising the result is that in high-energy p-Be collisions the mass spectrum
factorily by conventional sources. We comment in more detail in section 5. A reasonable

The overall result is that the di-lepton mass spectrum is explained entirely satis
presented as indicative only.
shown in Figure 9. However, it is almost certainly a substantial over-estimate, and is
erate the hadrons, and normalising to the cp seen in the data. This contribution is
from each final state hadron “incoherently”, using the PYTHIA Monte—Carlo to gen
estimate of the contribution to the muon-pair spectrum, summing the contributions
However, there are difficulties in calculating this contribution. [37] We have made an
the pair spectrum at very low mass, and in particular at very low transverse mass.
Bremsstrahlung of virtual photons is expected to be a significant contribution to
not require any substantial contribution.
low mass (< mp), and we have made no attempt to do so. In any case our data do
2GeV ) continuum. It is not clear how to calculate a Drell-Yan-like contribution at
The Drell—Yan process is the dominant source of lepton pairs in the high—mass ( >
Apart from hadronic decays, there are two other processes which could contribute:

the low-mass region.
For muons and electrons, the charm contribution turns out to be insignificant in

recent measurement by Saturne II [36], but our error is much larger.
required to fit our data, and find 2.6 :1: 1.1 10‘5. This is higher by a factor of 4 than the
of 1; —» p+p'. 5) Normalising to the cp, we can infer the branching ratio for 1; —> p+p*

For muons, it is interesting to note that the data seem to require a contribution
of trigger efficiency and acceptance over the e+e" mass range from 50 MeV up to the p.
to the 1r° seen directly in I+l`·y. The two methods agree. This checks our understanding

For electrons the 1r° Dalitz contribution is estimated by normalising to the p/w, or
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multiplicity. OCR Output
)Assuming that the number of final state quarks (or anti·quarks) is proportional to the hadronic

in identical fashion.

poses of the Be/ Ag comparison a sample of the Be data and the Ag data were processed
reconstruction differed in minor details to that described in section 3.2, but for the pur

The data-taking and triggering were exactly as described in section 2. The electron
results on a comparison of e+e` production in p-Be and p—Ag collisions.
aim was to check for any dramatic A-dependence in the di~lepton yield. We present here
running period at the end of thelmain data-taking. Whilst statistics were limited, the
was replaced by an Ag target of length 1 cm (~ IXO) and diameter 50 pm for a short
dependence of lepton pair production on the atomic number of the target. The Be target
lisions and by other theoretical speculations [40], we carried out a limited study of the

Spurred by the interest in di-lepton production in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion col
4.2.5 Target A dependence

conclusion.

same multiplicity dependence as the p/w, although the statistics preclude a very strong
In summary, the two mass bands below the ,0/w are consistent with having the

give a behaviour similar to that observed. Further investigation is needed.
as the possibility that the cp might be produced with extra charged kaons, which would
more than a 30 effect, but we note again that H might behave as (nc}, — 2) fnch, as well
a quadratic dependence for the cp itself. Such an effect would be puzzling. Our data are
lower mass bins. In the cp mass region there is a suggestion that H rises linearly, implying
suggest any striking difference between the behaviour in the p/w region and that in the
dependence on nd., but (nd, - 2) is not strongly excluded. In any case, there is nothing to
different mass regions are shown in Figure 15. The p/w region is consistent with a linear
parison of H as a function of multiplicity for different mass regions. The data for four

As our estimate for the total charged multiplicity is crude, we focus on the com
this dependence applied in our case, H would behave as (nc}, — 2)/11,,;,.
a dependence like (nc;. — 2), where nd, is the total charged multiplicity in the event. If
the multiplicity. However, for a signal like the p, fits to bubble-chamber data [39] suggest
(“1r/K”) depends quadratically as it should, then H will be a constant independent of
quantity H is constructed so that if ("y+;1'” -—“1r/K") depends linearly on nd., and if
by 2Rx/ N ++ N ", where R is a function of multiplicity, as discussed in section 4.2.1. The
“1r/K" is the number of such events from 1r and K decay. This last number is estimated
the Si pad detector, “p+p'” is the number of p"'p` events with multiplicity nah, and
where nd, is the raw charged multiplicity, including the two muons, as determined from

H = n'ch·(((ll·|-ll-?} __ (CW/KH)/un,/KD
quantity:

tion. For the p+,u‘ data, where we have higher statistics than in e+e‘, we define the
Hence it is interesting to examine the multiplicity dependence of di-lepton produc

be independent of the multiplicity.
hadronic multiplicity.6) There are also mechanisms, like Drell-Yan, which are expected to
anti-quarks, then the rate of lepton pair production should depend quadratically on the
or if the pair is produced by a process like annihilation between final state quarks and
multiplicity. On the other hand, if each lepton of the pair comes from a separate hadron,
hadron, then the rate of lepton pair production should depend linearly on the hadronic
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inferred from results at low energy.
agreement with [20]. This value is substantially larger than what might have been
0;,,), depending on what we assume in detail for the p/w production, in reasonable
Dalitz decay. As a by-product, we obtain a value of between 0.4 and 0.5 for a,,/(a,, -I
the 7] Dalitz contribution. We avoid this uncertainty by direct observation of the
As we have stressed, several previous analyses have suffered from uncertainty about

Two points arising from our analysis are worth noting:

the limited statistics, the conclusion that the pairs come from conventional sources.
Results on the multiplicity dependence and the target A dependence support, within

;z+;z‘ 21% I 20% l 20%

we 20% I 07% I 40% I 09%
Mass (Mcv) | 140-200 | 200-260 | 300060 | 400-460

in the following table, as a percentage of the hadronic decay contribution:
The upper limits at 90% confidence level on any other source of lepton pairs are given
terms of the mass or of the pq- of the pair. (See Figures 9, 12, and 14.)
The explanation in terms of hadronic decays holds whether the data are analysed in
the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation.
by ry and w decays with an/(0, + 0,,,) around 0.4-0.5, and production in accord with
source. The mass spectrum between 140 MeV and the p/w is accounted for largely
produced by hadronic decays, and there is no need to invoke any other low-mass
Both electron pairs and muon pairs can be explained entirely satisfactorily by pairs

The results are:

backgrounds.
muon pairs, which emphasise diH`erent aspects of the detector, and have quite different
We have carried out two essentially independent measurements in electron pairs and
vation of various hadronic resonances;
The normalisation of hadronic sources is set by the data, through the direct obser

The strengths of our experimental approach are:

in hadronic collisions.

We have studied the central production of low mass electron pairs and muon pairs

5 Results and Conclusions

Be to a Ag target. Our result excludes such an effect.
The purpose of the measurement was to check for any large effect in going from a

above, and an estimate of the dependence on the selection cuts.
systematic error includes the uncertainty in the relative efhciency correction mentioned
where e+e_] is the e+e" yield per charged particle for the particular target, and the

e+e;g/e+e§e = 1.7 i 0.4(stat.) :b 0.8(syst.)

2.0 ;l: 0.6 to compare to the Be yield. This gives:
particle energy has been studied, with the result that the Ag yield must be multiplied by
The dependence of the emciency of the event reconstruction on event multiplicity and
The Be sample gave 1444 events of which 1214 were e+e' and 230 were e+e+ or e'e“

The Ag data yielded 208 events of which 136 were e+e` and 72 were e+e+ or e'e"
for Be, and the energy per particle is somewhat lower for Ag.
the mean charged multiplicity (as recorded by the Si-pad detector) is 10.2 for Ag and 8.2

The overall characteristics of the events with the two targets are similar, though
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mass lepton pairs at a level comparable to the conventional sources.

use of internal normalisation. It seems that there are no “unconventional” sources of low

experiment is also superior by virtue of measuring both electrons and muons, and in its
much better to study pairs directly, as done in the analysis reported here. The present
Provided any new source is in lepton pairs rather than single leptons, it is of course

in preparation.
no unexpected behaviour in signal size or multiplicity dependence. A publication is
that of the ISR experiment. Preliminary results have been reported [44], and suggest
the parent pair was peaked below 100 MeV, and hence the sensitivity was different to
a different configuration of the detector. The data cuts were such that the mass of
We have also measured single-electron production in the present experiment, using
is of course possible that the difference is due to the different y/E values.
a value of ry production: 1] production was measured in the same experiment [43]. It
suggestive. It should be noted that the conclusion was not due to the use of too small
plicity. Neither result was statistically overwhelmingly strong, but they were certainly
and furthermore this signal appeared to depend quadratically on the hadronic multi
cle be greater than 100 MeV. A signal over and above all known sources was claimed,
positrons, with the requirement that the mass of the positron and any negative parti
rather different in spirit to those presented here. The ISR experiment measured single
gle positron production at low py at the CERN ISR [42], which reached conclusions
Some of the authors of the present paper were also authors of two papers on sin
be attributed to charm.)
an ISR experiment [41] saw an “excess” in the 0.4 — 0.6 GeV mass region, which can
low a value. (In the significantly different kinematic regime of pair pq- (> 2 GeV/c),
assumed. It is now clear that the high energy experiments in general assumed too
Most claims of an excess of low-mass pairs are sensitive to the level of r; production

vations:

In comparing our results to those of previous experiments, we make the following obser

mass range. A decisive experiment on the w form—factor is needed.
best seen in Figure 9a, where the data are on the low edge of the prediction for this
in this mass region, and the data if anything disfavour a large form-factor. This is
contribution. On the other hand, in muon pairs there are some other contributions
be seen in Figure 12b, where the mass region 0.5 to 0.6 GeV is dominated by this
w contribution with a large form-factor in the mass region 0.5 to 0.6 GeV. This can
check the f0rm—fa.ctor directly, but it may be noted that the e"'e` data favour the
the high mass part of the w —» l+l"w° form-factor. Our data are not adequate to
Although thc 1; problem is resolved, there remains an uncertainty associated with
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b) Blow-up of Target region. c) Front view of H3 and H2 muon trigger hodoscopes. OCR Output
Figure 1: a.) Overview of HELIOS detector for 1989 run, showing the major components.
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vertical arrows. OCR Output

within 1cm, and application of off-line trigger checks. The selection cuts are indicated by
electron track candidates, after matching of Drift Chamber track to shower position to
Figure 2: Ratio of ULAC shower energy (Emi,) to Drift Chamber momentum (PDC) for
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The selection eute are indicated by vertical arrows. OCR Output
indicates the presence of conversion partners missed by the Drift Chamber reconstruction.
Figure 3: The ratio of E,,,,.,,,,, to P,,,.,,,,,., as encplained in the text. The broad peek around 1
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histogram 1 sum of e+e+ and e'c`
Figure 4: Mass spectrum of final sample of di·e1ect1·on events. Fu]1 circles: c"’e'; Solid
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spectrum on a. log scale to show the J /1,6. OCR Output
mation in the upstream electron spectrometer; The inset shows the unsubtracted mass
reconstruction in the muon spectrometer only; i.e, no use has been made of track infor
Figure 5: Like-sign subtracted mass spectrum of a. sample of di-muon events after off-line
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calorimeter is being estimated correctly. OCR Output
taken with the calorimeters removed [15]. Hence the energy loss of the muon·in the
b) The mean value of p,, — ppg versus p,,. The systematic deviation is also seen in data

small.

to explain the data. Hence any fluctuation in the muon energy loss in the calorimeters is
Figure 6: a) The r.m.s of pp — ppg versus p,,. The DC resolution (solid line) is sufficient
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for mass of 1500 MeV. The acceptance includes the effect of the reconstruction efficiency. OCR Output
c0s8‘ = 0. At pq- ~ 0.1 GeV the lowest acceptance is for mass of 250 MeV and the highest
400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, and 1500 MeV. The pair is produced at y = 1 and decays with
Figure 8: Acceptance for muon pairs as a. function of py for pair masses of 250, 300,
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butions. Data are not corrected for acceptance; acceptance effects are included in the
pg- > 800 MeV/c. The shaded region indicates the :1:1a error on the sum of all contri
Figure 13: Mass spectrum of di-electron and di-muon events for pr < 800 MeV/c and
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mass intervals. (H is defined in the text.)
Figure 15: The quantity H as a function of multiplicity for muon pairs for four different
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